
Chiplock® graphics

Access control to waste 
collection systems

Simplification of complex processes Solutions in accordance 
with STOSAG



We developed Chiplock® electronics, which regulates authorisation and registration of waste 

collection systems, to ensure that your residents use the underground containers in the 

appropriate manner. Chiplock® Graphics allows for direct communication with your residents. The 

graphic display of the container shows messages such as: ‘onbekende pas’ [unknown pass] or when 

the container is locked during New Year ‘storten pas weer toegestaan vanaf 2-1’ [waste can be 

deposited again from 02-1]. The logo of your municipality or other images can also be shown on 

the display. Chiplock® electronics can be installed onto new and existing Metro® containers and 

they can also often be fitted to other types of containers.

Interactive communication
Chiplock® Graphics was 
specifically designed to inform 
residents about optimum use of 
underground containers. The 
graphic display on the containers 
allows for interactive 
communication between the 
administrator and users. 
Chiplock® Graphics is made from 
reliable and durable components 
and the display is large and easy 
to read. This is especially useful for 
the elderly and visually impaired 

persons. Notifications can be 
shown in two colours. Messages 
are shown almost immediately 
after activation by a user pass. 

User friendly
Integration with our software, 
WinConsyst® WMS 
beheersoftware [management 
software], allows for 
communication with residents 
from one central workstation 
through Chiplock® Graphics. All 
information is retrievable in our 

software; who deposited waste, 
where, when and how much was 
deposited. You are therefore 
always up-to-date on the fill level 
of the containers, which allows  
for more efficient emptying. By 
making waste deposit as simple as 
possible you encourage residents 
to use the waste collection 
systems in your municipality in 
the correct manner. You can also 
inform them appropriately when 
specific opening hours apply or 
when there is a malfunction. 

Post and prepaid deposits
You can charge residents 
periodically for a number of waste 
deposits through the Postpaid 
system. A prepaid system is 
recommended where residents 
have balances that can be topped 
up to make residents more aware 
of their waste patterns.

Communicate with your residents
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Functions
■■ Adjustable opening hours and unlock delay
■■ Software blocking and unblocking of one or more containers
■■ Registration and communication of filling level
■■ Registration and communication of emergencies and 

malfunctions
■■ Filling level measurement based on volume and  

frequency or with an ultrasonic sensor
■■ Monitoring of the filling level, based on different 

(adjustable) filling levels
■■ Feedback from all relevant emptying data
■■ Control information and various reports available,  

ideal for invoicing for waste deposits
■■ All information is available online through devices  

such as tablets
■■ All information is available on location through the  

service menu
■■ Automatic filling level reset after emptying
■■ Can be used on duo containers (two waste openings)
■■ Innovative lock
■■ Lighting
■■ Post or prepaid options

Operating options
■■ Automatic pass detection
■■ Graphic display in two colours with interactive options

■■ Select and send images, e.g. the logo of the municipality
■■ Text remains visible, even when the system is not in use
■■ Display resolution 64 x 128 pixels
■■ Three functional LED lamps that emit signals
■■ Graphic display and functional LED lamps are very suitable 

for the elderly and visually impaired persons
■■ Acoustic signal when the drum is released

Energy-efficient
■■ Shielded power unit, fitted with durable lithium batteries
■■ A solar system can also be installed
■■ More functionality with fewer electronics
■■ Significant energy consumption only takes place when  

the screen is changed
■■ Safe 12V technology, CE approved
■■ Secure data communication and storage
■■ Control from one central workstation
■■ Communication via GPRS telephone network

Progressive development
■■ Improved pass detection: periodic detection (every second)
■■ NFC chips to allow settlement by phone in future
■■ Statistical data, e.g. filling level and waste deposit frequency, 

facilitates route optimisation
■■ Compact housing that is easy to fit
■■ Display edges are easy to feel for visually impaired persons

Chiplock® Graphics 3.0: Durable, functional, energy-efficient and in accordance with STOSAG.

Battery or solar cell power supplyEasy assembly
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Concept and design
Meindertsma creative company

Experience the perspective of effortless naturalness and discover a refreshing vision of 
convenience, freedom and no effort. Life and work are complicated enough already. It is 
easy to make something difficult, but it is much more difficult to make something easy. 
Innovation, insight and above all passion are required to convert complex processes in  
daily efficiency. The passion to put the highest level of simplicity within your reach. 
VConsyst makes complex processes easy.


